BERTON
VINEYARDS
METAL LABEL
2016 CABERNET SAUVIGNON
The Berton Vineyard Metal Label takes stand alone
varietals to make something exceptional.
Vineyard and Vintage: Good winter rainfall was a perfect start to the 2016
growing season. Above average temperatures resulted in early budburst
with most varieties. The mild to warm and dry conditions continued with
good rainfall in both November and December producing ideal conditions
for verasion. February saw the arrival of hot dry conditions and with no
rainfall or disease pressure, ripening accelerated quickly meaning the reds
were harvested early. The 2016 reds are stand outs - rich ripe juicy wines
with great length and great depth of colour.
Winemaking: Harvested during warm night conditions and transported in
bins up to our Riverina Winery, whilst local fruit was harvested through the
day. The parcels were fermented in stainless steel vertical fermenters on
premium French oak for 4-6 days between 26 and 30 degrees. The wine
was then pressed at 1 baume and left to ferment until dry, then racked
onto French oak staves for malolactic fermentation. Wine was then
clarified via centrifuge and aged for an additional 3 months on French Oak.
Once completed, we looked at several different blends over numerous days,
working our way to this amazing blend which we are very proud to present.
Tasting note: This Cabernet Sauvignon impresses with impenetrable violet
hues, it has intense aromas displaying red berry fruits coupled with hints of
sweet blackberry jam and a touch of vanillin oak. Subtle fine tannins marry
perfectly with the intense concentrated palate of ripe blackberries, black
currant and well integrated oak.
Region:

Limestone Coast (Padthaway, Coonawarra)

Wine Analysis:

Alcohol: 14.14%
TA: 6.51 g/l

Style:

Dry, Full bodied.
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pH: 3.51
RS:3.50 g/l

